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Introduction. This paper is about the structure theory of maximal orders

in two situations: over Dedekind rings in arbitrary simple algebras and over

regular domains in full matrix algebras. By an order over an integrally closed

noetherian domain R we mean a subring A of a central simple algebra 2 over

the quotient field K of R such that A is a finitely generated i?-module which

spans 2 over K. An order A in the simple algebra 2 is said to be maximal if

A if not properly contained in any order of 2. The classical argument which

shows that over a Dedekind ring every order is contained in a maximal one

[6, p. 70 ] is equally valid for arbitrary integrally closed noetherian domains.

After a preliminary study of maximal orders in general, we concentrate

on maximal orders over discrete rank one valuation rings. The main results

in this situation are as follows: all the maximal orders in a fixed simple

algebra are conjugate, each is a principal ideal ring and is a full matrix alge-

bra over a maximal order in a division algebra. Thus the theory of maximal

orders over an arbitrary discrete rank one valuation ring is almost identical

with the classical theory in which the valuation ring is assumed complete

[6, Chapter VI]. A standard localization argument enables one to conclude

that a maximal order over a Dedekind ring is the ring of endomorphisms of a

finitely generated projective module over a maximal order in a division alge-

bra.
A domain R is said to be a regular domain if it is noetherian and the ring

of quotients Rp is a regular local ring for every prime ideal p of R. The last

section is devoted to proving the following: Let R be a regular domain and

E a finitely generated i?-module equal to its second dual with respect to R.

If the endomorphism ring of E is .R-projective then E is .R-projective. It

follows from this that the .R-projective maximal orders in a full matrix alge-

bra over the quotient field of R are precisely the endomorphism rings of

finitely generated projective i?-modules. As another consequence we obtain a

new proof that a regular local ring is a unique factorization domain.

For ease of exposition we include in the Appendix some facts about mod-

ules and their endomorphism rings which are used in the course of the paper.

Since many of these results are already in the literature (see for instance

Curtis [5] and Morita [7]), we only sketch the proofs in most instances.

Many of the results contained in this paper will find application in our

forthcoming publication on the theory of the Brauer group of commutative

rings.
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1. A characterization of maximal orders. Throughout this section, R

denotes a noetherian, integrally closed domain, K denotes the field of quo-

tients of R, and 2 a fixed central simple if-algebra.

Let M be a finitely generated i?-submodule of 2 such that KM="2. It is

easily verified that the subset £>i(M) of 2 consisting of all x in S such that

xMQM is an order over R. The ring £>i(M) is called the left order oí M.

Similarly, we define the right order of M which we denote by Dr(M). Since

such a module M can always be found in any simple algebra, it follows that

every central simple algebra over K contains at least one maximal order over

R.

Proposition 1.1. If Q is a subring of 2 which is a finitely generated R-

module, then fl is contained in a maximal order over R.

Proof. If A is any order over R, then Aß is a finitely generated .R-module

with the property that KA.ß=2. Since ß is a ring, we have that ß is contained

in £>r(Aß). But we have already observed that £)r(Aß) is contained in a

maximal order over R, which completes the proof.

Let A and T be two orders over R in 2. By the conductor of T with respect

to A we shall mean the set % of all x in 2 such that xT CA. It is clear that %

is a left ideal in A and is a rightT-module. Furthermore it is clear that %C\R

Proposition 1.2. Let A be a maximal order over R and let M be a multiplica-

tive system in R (i.e., MMCZM and 0 not in M). Then A®rRm is a maximal

order in 2 over RM-

Proof. It should first be remarked that A®rRm is an order over RM

whenever A is an order over R, whether A is maximal or not.

Suppose A is a maximal order and Y is an order over Rm which contains

A®RM. Since T contains A®Rm it follows that the conductor % oí V with

respect to A®Rm is a right as well as a left ideal in A®Rm. Thus %C\A is a

right ideal in A. Since }$r\R?¿0, we have that K(%C\A)=2Z. Therefore

Or(§AA) is an order over R which contains A. Since A is a maximal order

we have the equality £)r(%C\A) =A.

Now if y is in T, then gy is contained in A®Rm. Thus we have that

C$r\A)y is contained in A®Rm- Since (5f\A.)7 is a finitely generated R-

module, it follows that there is an m in M such that (\^C\A)ym is contained

in A. Also, it follows from the definition of g, that (^C\A)ym is contained in

%. Thus we have that my is in £)r(î$r\A). Therefore, my is in A, which means

that y is in A®Rm- This shows that Y =A®Rm or A®Rm is a maximal order

over Rm-

Corollary. .4« order A over R in S is maximal if and only if A®Rm is

maximal over Rm for each maximal prime ideal m in R.
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Proof. If A is maximal, then by the preceding proposition we know that

each A®i?m is a maximal order over J?m. On the other hand suppose A®Rm

is maximal over Rm for all maximal ideals in R and that T is an order con-

taining A. Then T®Rm = A®Rm or r/A®i?m = 0 for all maximal ideals m

in R. From this it follows that T/A = 0 or A is a maximal order over R.

If A is an order over R in the simple algebra 2, we have that .KA=2. It

follows from this that every i?-map from A to R has a unique extension to a

üC-map of 2 to K. If we denote by A* the dual HomÄ(A, R) and by 2* the

dual Honix(2, K), then we have that A* is contained in 2*. It is also clear

that KA*=2*, so that we may conclude that A** is contained in 2**. The

canonical identification of 2** with 2 therefore gives a canonical imbedding

of A** in 2.

Proposition 1.3. If A is an order over R, then A** is also an order over R

and A** contains A.

Proof. Making use of the identification of 2** with 2, we may describe

A** as the set of all elements x in 2 with the property that/(s;) is in R for all

those / in 2* for which /(A) QR. It is clear from this that A is contained in

A**. It is also readily verified that A** is a finitely generated i?-module such

that iCA**=2. Thus to show that A** is an order over R it remains only

to show that A** is closed under multiplication. That is, we must show that

if / is in 2* such that /(A) is contained in R and x and y are in A**, then

f(xy) is in R.
Now, 2* is a two-sided 2-module through the following operations: if u

is in 2 and g is in 2*, we set (ug)(t) = g(tu) and (gu)(t) =g(ut) for all / in 2.

It is clear that if/ is in A* and « is in A, then both uf and fu are also in A*.

Suppose/ is in A* and x is in A**. If t is in A, then tf is in A* so that (tf)(x)

=f(xt) is in R. But this shows that/x is also in A*. Thus if y is in A**, then

(fx)(y)~f(xy) is in R. Therefore A** is in fact closed under multiplication

and is consequently an order over R.

Before proceeding to the main result of this section, which is a character-

ization of maximal orders, we state without proof (see, for instance, [3,

Proposition 3.4]).

Proposition 1.4. Let R be an integrally closed noetherian domain with field

of quotients K. Suppose that A dB are finitely generated torsion free R-modules

suchthat K® A =K®B and A =A**. If A j^B, then a.nn(B/A), the annihilator

of B/A, is an unmixed ideal of rank 1.

Theorem 1.5. An order A over R in 2 is a maximal order if and only if

A=A** and A®rR* is a maximal order over R9for every minimal prime ideal

pofR.

Proof. In view of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, the conditions are clearly

necessary.
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Suppose now that A=A** and A®Rp is maximal for all minimal prime

ideals p in R. If Y is an order containing A, then Y®R9 = A®Rt for all mini-

mal prime ideals p in R. Thus the ideal ann(r/A) is not of rank 1. Since we

are also assuming that A=A** it follows from the previous proposition that

T = A. Thus A is a maximal order.

We have shown that the question of determining whether an order A is

maximal or not splits into two parts. The problem of showing that A=A**

is a purely module-theoretic question. The problem of determining whether

or not A®rR9 is maximal where p is a minimal prime is the same as describ-

ing when an order over a discrete, rank one valuation ring is maximal, since

the fact that R is integrally closed guarantees that each R9 is a discrete, rank

one valuation ring. This problem is dealt with in the next two sections

where we give a structure theory for maximal orders over discrete rank one

valuation rings.

2. Maximal orders over Dedekind rings. Let O be a discrete, rank one

valuation ring, m its maximal ideal and K its field of quotients. Suppose 2

is a central simple ÜC-algebra and A is an order in 2. Since m is the radical of

O and A is a finitely generated D-module, it follows that mA is contained in

the radical 31 of A. Also we have that A/mA is a finite dimensional £)/m-

algebra. Thus there are only a finite number of maximal ideals in A and

^I'CntA for some i. Therefore flj 9icf = 0 and the topologies induced by 31

and mA in A are the same.

If A is maximal we know that there exists a two sided A-submodule 3t~l

of 2 such that9fl9(c-1 = îc-19,l=A (see [6, p. 74]). In fact 3t~l consists precisely

of all elements x in 2 such that 3lxC.A. Since ?l_19i = A we have that there

are x, in 3l^1 and yx in 31 such that ¿3*<y< = l. Therefore if we define/< in

HonuCK, A) by/<(z) =zxit we have that 22/<(2)3'« = z f°r ah z in W. Thus 31
is a projective left A-module (it is similarly a projective right A-module).

We also know that if A is maximal, then 31 is a maximal two-sided ideal in A

(see [6, p. 108]). Thus we have:

Proposition 2.1. If A is an order over £> in a simple algebra and 31 is the

radical of A, then D¿ 31* = 0. If A is a maximal order, then 31 is a maximal two-

sided ideal and is projective as a left or right A-module.

We shall now derive some consequences of the fact that the radical 3Ï of

A is left A-projective.

Theorem 2.2. Let A be an D-algebra which is a finitely generated torsion-

free Q-module such that the radical 31 of A is left A-projective. If E is a finitely

generated A-module, then hdA £ = hdo E.

Proof. Since O is a principal ideal ring and A is a finitely generated torsion

free D-module, it follows that A is O-free. Thus we have that hdA E^hdo E.

In order to establish the reverse inequality it suffices to show that every
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finitely generated A-module which is O-free is A-projective. In order to do

this we consider some special cases.

Suppose that A is a finitely generated A-module such that 9L4 =0. Then

A is a A/9t"-module and since A/9t is semi-simple we have that A is a projec-

tive A/9c-module. Now the hypothesis that 9Ï is projective means that

hdA A/iïi^l. From the general inequality hdx A =hdA(A/9c)+hdA/s? A, we

have that hdnA^l.

Now suppose that B is a finitely generated A-module such that mß = 0.

Then B is a finite dimensional vector space over £)/m and thus has a com-

position series B = Bo Z) Bi D • • • Z)B„ Z) 5„+i = 0 over A. Since each

Bi/Bi+i (i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n) is a simple A-module, we have that <St(Bi/Bi+i)=0.

Therefore hdi.Bi/Bi+i — l ior i = 0, • • • , n. From this it follows that IkIa-B

ál.
Suppose that C is a finitely generated A-module which is D-free. Because

C is O-free, it follows that ir is not a zero divisor for C where m = 7r£). From

the exact sequence 0—>C—>rC-^>C/irC—»0, we deduce the exact sequence

Extl (C/irC, D) -> Extl (C, D) -^ Extl (C, D) -> Extl (C/irC, D)

for any A-module D. Since ir(C/wC) ~0, we have that hdA (C/irC) = 1. Thus

ExtA(C/7rC, D) = 0. Now if D is a finitely generated A-module, then ExtA(C, D)

is a finitely generated O-module. Thus the fact that the map

Extl (C, D) -^ Extl (C, D)

is an epimorphism means that ExtA(C, D)=0 for all finitely generated A-

modules D. Since A is noetherian and C is finitely generated, it follows that

C is A-projective. The theorem now follows trivially.

Corollary. If A is an SD-algebra which is a finitely generated torsion-free

D-module such that 3Í is left A-projective, then A is both left and right hereditary,

i.e., every submodule of a projective module is projective.

Proof. Since A is O-projective and £) is hereditary, it follows from Theo-

rem 2.2 that each left ideal in A is A-projective. Thus A is left hereditary.

Since A is both left and right noetherian, it follows that A is also right heredi-

tary. (See [l, Theorem 4].)

Theorem 2.3. Let A be an order over O in the simple algebra 2. Then Ais a

maximal order if and only if the radical 9i of A is a maximal two-sided ideal in

A and A is hereditary.

Proof. If A is maximal we have already observed that 91 is a maximal

two-sided ideal and 9c is A-projective. Thus, from Theorem 2.2 it follows

that A is hereditary.

Suppose now that A is hereditary and 9Î, the radical of A, is a maximal
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two-sided ideal. Let Y be an order containing A. Then considering T as a left

A-module we have that HomA(r, Y) can be identified with Y", the opposite

ring of T. Now the set of all 2/»'(t») m A where/¿ runs through HoniA(r, A)

and y¿ runs through Y form a two-sided ideal in A which is denoted by

£i(r) (see Appendix). Since Y is O-projective, we have by Theorem 2.2 that

T is A-projective. Thus it follows that ÏA(r)r = Y. (See A.3.) This means that

%il(Y) =A. For if X\(Y) ¿¿A, then Xa(Y) would be contained in 31, the unique

maximal two-sided ideal in A. Thus we would have that 9iT = r. But this

can not happen since 31 is the radical of A and T is a finitely generated, non-

zero module. The fact that £a(F) =A implies that A = Horn r-'fT", Y) =Y under

the inclusion map (see A.2). Thus A is a maximal order.

Before we can use this characterization of maximal orders over discrete,

rank one valuation rings effectively we need the following fairly general

lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring, A an R-algebra which is

left noetherian. Let Y be an R-algebra which is a flat R-module. Then if A is a

finitely generated left A-module and B any left A-module we have that

T®r ExtlC4, B)C¿Ext$®RA(Y®RA, Y®RB) for all ra^O.

Proof. If C is any left A-module, define

a: T ®r HomA (C, B) -* Homr®A (r ® RC, V ®R B)

by a(x®f)(y®c) =yx®f(c) for all x and y in Y, for all/in HomA (C, B), and

all c in C. In case C=A we have a commutative diagram

T ®r HomA (A, B) -+ Homr®A (T ® A,F ® B)

I I

Y®RB = T®RB

where the vertical maps are the natural identifications. Thus a is an isomor-

phism when C=A and therefore is also an isomorphism when C is a finitely

generated free A-module.

Since A is a finitely generated left A-module and A is left noetherian, we

can find a free resolution X of A all of whose components are finitely gener-

ated free A-modules. Then

T ®r HomA (X, B) S Homr®A (T ® X,V ® B)

through   a.   Passing   to   homology   we   obtain

H(T ®R HomA (X, B)) & F(Homr®A (r ® X, V ® B)).

Since T is i?-flat we have that Y®R X is a free Y ® A-resolution of T ® A

and also that H(Y ®R Hon^X, B)) ^Y®R H(Homà(X, B)). Therefore
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r ® Ext[(A, b) ^ Ext"®A (r ® a, r ® b).

We will denote the completion of £) and K (the field of quotients of £>)

by Ô and K. If 2 is a central simple X-algebra, then 2 = K®k 2 is a central

simple ^-algebra. Observing that K = £)®oK, we see that if A is an O-order

in 2, then Â=A®o£) is an order in 2. Denoting the completion of m by m,

we have that mÂ is contained in the radical of Â. Since Â/fhÂ=A/mA we see

that A has a unique maximal two-sided ideal if and only if Â has only one

maximal two-sided ideal.

Also it is clear that if 9c denotes the radical of A, then 9c = 9c®o£> is the

radical of A. Thus if 9c is A-projective, we see that 9c is A-projective. Also we

know that Ô is O-flat. (See [2, Proposition 3.1].) Therefore we have by the

previous lemma that

Ô ®o Extl (9c, B) Sé Extl (9c, Ö ® B)

for all w^O. Thus £)<8>oExt£(9c, B) = 0, if 9c is Â-projective. In particular if

B is a finitely generated A-module, then Ext2(9î, B) is a finitely generated

O-module which means that ExtJ(9c, B) =0 for all w^O since ExtA(9c, B) is

contained in its completion. Since A is noetherian, this shows that 9c is A-

projective if and only if 9c is A-projective. Combining these remarks with

the characterization of maximal orders given in Theorem 2.3, we obtain the

classical result, (see [6, Chapter VI ]) :

Proposition 2.5. An order A is maximal over £) if and only if Â is maximal

over Ô-

We end this section by giving a few applications of Theorem 2.2 to the

theory of orders over arbitrary Dedekind rings.

Proposition 2.6. Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring, A an R-algebra

which is a (left) noetherian ring. If Eis a finitely generated (left) A-module, then

hdA£ = supmhdi®Äm(£®i?m) where m runs through all maximal ideals in R.

Proof. Since Rm is -R-flat we have that if X is a A-projective resolution of

E, then X®Rm is a A®i?m-projective resolution of E®Rm. Thus hdA E

^hdA®flm E®Rm for all maximal ideals m in R.

By Lemma 2.4 we have that

(*) Rm ® Extl (E, B) ̂  Extl®^ (E ® Rm, B ® Rm)

for all w^O and all A-modules B. Since an .R-module A is zero if and only if

i?tn®^4 =0 for all maximal ideals m in R, it follows from (*) that

sup hdA®fi)n (E ® Rm) = hdnE.
m

Thus we obtain the desired equality.
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Corollary. Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring, A a left noetherian

R-algebra. Then l.gl. dim A = supm l.gl. dim A®Rm where m runs through all

maximal ideals in R.

Proof. If follows immediately from the previous proposition that l.gl. dim A

^supm l.gl. dim A®Rm where m runs through all maximal ideals in R.

Now l.gl. dim A®i?m = supi(A®i?m)/I (see [l, Theorem l]) where I runs

through all left ideals in A®Rm. But A®Rm/l=A/S®Rm where 3 = IHA.

Again by the previous proposition we know that hdA A/3 ^ hdA®ßm A/$®Rm.

Thus l.gl. dim A^supm l.gl. dim A®Rm.

We now prove the global analogue of Theorem 2.2.

Proposition 2.7. Let Rbea Dedekind ring, A an hereditary R-algebra which

is a finitely generated, torsion free R-module. If E is a finitely generated A-

module, then hdA E = hdR E.

Proof. By Proposition 2.6 we know that hdA-E = sup hdmA®Bm(-E®£m).

Since A is hereditary (i.e., gl. dim A^l) and noetherian, it follows from the

above corollary that each A®Rm is hereditary. Thus by Theorem 2.2 we

have that hdA®«m E®Rm = hdRm Em. But hds £ = supm hdRm E®Rm which

gives that hdA E = hdR E.

Proposition 2.8. Let R be a Dedekind ring with field of quotients K. Let A

be an hereditary R-algebra which is a finitely generated, torsion free R-module.

A finitely generated projective A-module E is indecomposable if and only if

E®r K is a simple A®K-module.

Proof. If E®r Ä' is a simple A®A-module, then it is clear that E can

not be split into a direct sum of A-modules in a nontrivial fashion, i.e., E is

indecomposable.

Suppose on the other hand that E®K is not A®.rv-simple. Let Fo be a

proper nonzero submodule of E®K. Then E0 = FoC\E (E is contained in

E®K since E is projective and therefore torsion free over R) is a proper,

nonzero A-submodule of E. But E/E0 is i?-torsion free since it is contained

in the vector space E®K/F0. Thus E/Eo is i?-projective and therefore A-

projective by Proposition 2.7. From this it follows that E0 is a direct sum-

mand of £ or £ is not indecomposable.

Theorem 2.9. Let R be a Dedekind ring with field of quotients K. If A is an

order over R in the central simple K-algebra 2, then A is maximal if and only if

A is hereditary and given any nonzero prime ideal p in R, there is one and only

one maximal two-sided ideal ty in A containing p.

Proof. It is easily seen that there will be only one maximal two-sided ideal

lying over each nontrivial prime ideal in R if and only if A®R9 has only one

maximal two-sided ideal. We have already seen that A is hereditary if and
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only if A®R9 is hereditary for each nontrivial prime ideal p in R. Combining

these observations with the characterization of maximal orders over discrete,

rank one valuation rings given in Theorem 2.3 and the fact that A is maximal

if and only if A®R9 is maximal for all non trivial prime ideals p in R, we ob-

tain the desired theorem.

Remark. That not every hereditary order is maximal can be shown by a

simple example. Let k be the field of real numbers, K = k(x). Also, set p = xk [x]

and R = k[x]9. Let 2 be the crossed-product formed from the cyclic extension

K(xll2)/K and the unit factor set, so that 2 is a full matrix algebra over K.

Explicitly, 2 is the algebra spanned over K by 1, a, ß, aß with the relations

a2 = x, ß2 = l,aß=-ßa.

Now let A be the order in 2 spanned over R by 1, a, ß, aß. The radical of

A is Aa, as is easily verified from the fact that Act is a two-sided ideal and that

the radical of A/xA is the image of Aa. Furthermore, the left annihilator of

a is 0, so that the radical Aa is a free A-module. The corollary to Theorem 2.2

then shows that A is hereditary. However, Aa is not a maximal two-sided

ideal, for example, the left ideal generated by a and ß+1 is two-sided and

properly contains Aa. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that A is not a maximal

order.

3. Structure theorems. We have seen that a maximal order over a discrete

rank one valuation ring has the property that modulo its radical it is a simple

ring with minimum condition. A ring with this property is called a primary

ring.

The following proposition is essentially known, but we include the proof

for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 3.1. Let Q be a finite dimensional primary algebra over afield

K and E a finitely generated projective il-module. Then E can be generated as a

module over Qby n elements if, and only if, dim« E^n dimx fl. Furthermore, E

is free over 0 if, and only if, dim« ñ divides dim« E.

Proof. If E can be generated by n elements, then certainly dim« E

^radimjrß. Also, if £ is a free fi-module, then certainly dimx fí divides

dim« E.

Let 9Î be the radical of Ü. Then, it is well-known that there are elements

Ci, e2, • ■ • , eT in ß such that (a) e2 = d, (b) e,e, = 0, for ilßj (c) ei+ • • • +eT

= 1, (d) mod 91 the e¡ form a system of primitive idempotents in fí/91. The

ideals fle,-, being direct summands of Ü, are projective fl-modules which are

isomorphic mod 9c (since fl/9c is a simple ring), so that they are isomorphic

fi-modules. Now, £/9c£ is a finitely generated module over the simple ring

ß/9c, so that £/9c£ is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of modules of the form

fi/9cé¿. (We denote the image in 0/91 of an element xEfi by x.) Thus, we

have a commutative diagram:
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22 Üa   -►     E

i i

o -» E o/su«! -» £/^£ -* o

i        i
o o

with exact rows and columns because J^ße,- (direct sum) is projective. Since

Im(^ße —*E)+31E = E, it follows that the top row is an epimorphism. By

a similar argument, we obtain an epimorphism E—»^ße,-, so that we con-

clude that E^ Xlßßi.
Suppose that E is the direct sum of h copies of ße,-. Remembering that

ß= 2^1 ^e«> write h = qr+c, with 0iïc<r. If c = 0, then clearly E is isomorphic

to a direct sum of q copies of ß so that £ is a free ß-module with

q = dimx £/dimK ß generators. If cj^O, then £ can be generated by q + 1

elements since a direct sum of c^r copies of ßt\ is isomorphic to the ideal

generated by ei+e2+ ■ ■ • +ec. If dimjc£^ra dimK ß, then Àgrar. Because

Ct¿0, we have h<nr, so that q^n — 1, i.e., £ can be generated gra elements.

Corollary. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m, and A a primary

R-algebra which is a finitely generated R-module. Let E be a finitely generated

projective A-module. Then, E can be generated over A by ra elements if, and only

if, [£/m£: £/m] ^ra[A/mA: £/m]. £ is free on ra generators if, and only if,

[£/m£: £/m] = ra[A/mA: £/m].

Proof. The result follows by combining the previous proposition with the

observation that if £ is a submodule of a finitely generated £-module £ such

that £ = £+m£, then £ = £.

Lemma 3.2. Let R be a noetherian (commutative) ring and FiC.F2 finitely

generated free R-modules. Then the rank of £i does not exceed the rank of Ft.

Proof. Let p be a prime ideal belonging to zero in R, so that every nonunit

in £„ is a zero divisor. If E = F2/Fi, then hd« £^1. We have the exact se-

quence 0->£i<g>£p-*£2® £p->£ ®£p->0 so that hdBa(E®R9) ^ 1. Because the

nonunits in R9 are zero divisors, it follows that E®R9 is £p-free and there-

fore the sequence splits. We have therefore

ranks £i = rankB)) (Fi ® R9) á rankBp (F2 ® R9) = rankÄ F2.

By combining the lemma just proved with the corollary above, we see

that we have also proved the following:

Proposition 3.3. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and A a

primary R-algebra which is a finitely generated free R-module. If EiQEt are

finitely generated projective A-modules, then the number of elements required to
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generate Ei is at most equal to the number of elements required to generate E2.

Consequently, every projective left (or right) ideal in A is principal.

As an immediate consequence of the above proposition and the character-

ization of maximal orders over valuation rings given in the previous section,

we have:

Corollary. A maximal order over a discrete rank one valuation ring is a

principal ideal ring.

In order to deduce a first consequence of this corollary, we need a lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Let R be a noetherian domain and 2 a central simple algebra

over the quotient field K of R. Let Y be a maximal order in 2 and A an order

such that conductor g = {#£21 xT C.A} is a principal left ideal At in A. Then t

is a unit in 2 and A = tYt~1. Hence, in particular, A is maximal.

Proof. Since both A and Y are orders, we have fti^R^O, from which it

follows that t is a unit in 2. Since S is a right T-module, we have tY QAt or

rO-1Af. The maximality of Y gives the equality r = /_1Af.

As an immediate consequence of this lemma, we have:

Proposition 3.5. Any two maximal orders over a discrete rank one valuation

ring in the same simple algebra are isomorphic under an inner automorphism

of the simple algebra.

Let O be a discrete rank one valuation ring and A a maximal order in a

central simple algebra 2 over the quotient field K of SO. If M is a A-module

which is finitely generated and torsion free over O, then M is O-free, and

hence by Theorem 2.2 is A-projective. Because the rank of M as an O-module

is finite, it follows that M is a direct sum of a finite number of indecomposable

A-submodules, each of which is again A-projective.

Let £ be an indecomposable A-module which is finitely generated and tor-

sion free over ¡0. Since £ is A-projective, we have by Proposition A.3 of the

appendix, that £a(£)£ = £. Now £a(£) is a two-sided ideal in A, and the

radical 9c of A is the unique maximal two-sided ideal of A. Since we cannot

have 9l£ = £, it follows that £A(£)<£9c, and hence we have £a(£) =A. We

may now apply various conclusions of the appendix, principally A.2, A.3 and

A.5 as follows. Set ß = HomA(£, £). Then £ is a finitely generated projective

ß-module, and Homa(£, £) =A. By Proposition 2.8 we have that K®E is

an indecomposable 2-module, so that ß is an order in A = Hom2(K®E,K®E),

with A the division algebra equivalent to 2°, the opposite algebra of 2. Now,

by A.5, the two-sided ideals of ß are in one-to-one correspondence with the

two-sided ideals of A in such a way that the radical of ß is a maximal two-

sided ideal and is left ß-projective. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, it follows that

ß is a maximal order in A. Summarizing, we have:
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Theorem 3.6. If A is a maximal order over a discrete rank one valuation

ring £>, and E is an indecomposable A-module which is finitely generated and

torsion-free over O, then ß= HoniA(£, £) is a maximal order in a division alge-

bra and A = Homa(£, £). Conversely, if ß is a maximal order and E is an

Q-module which is finitely generated and torsion-free over £>, then HomQ(£, £)

is a maximal order.

We can carry the results of Theorem 3.6 still further by making use of the

following:

Proposition 3.7. Let A be a maximal order over O in a simple algebra 2.

77tera every indecomposable A-module which is finitely generated and torsion-free

over O is a cyclic A-module. If 2 is a division algebra, then every finitely gener-

ated projective A-module is free over A.

Proof. Because £ is indecomposable and A-projective, we have, by

Proposition 2.8, that K®E is a simple 2-module and is therefore isomorphic

to an ideal in 2. Hence £ is isomorphic to an ideal in A, so that £ is cyclic

because A is a principal ideal ring. Now, if 2 is a division algebra, a nonzero

principal ideal of A is a free A-module. It follows in this case that every

finitely generated projective A-module is free.

By combining the two previous propositions, we have also proved the

following structure theorem.

Theorem 3.8. The maximal orders over a discrete rank one valuation ring

are the full matrix algebras over maximal orders in division algebras.

By a suitable localization argument, the structure theorem may be ex-

tended to maximal orders over Dedekind rings.

Theorem 3.9. If A is a maximal order over a Dedekind ring R in a simple

algebra 2, then there is a maximal order ß in the division algebra A equivalent

to 2° as well as a finitely generated projective íl-module E such that

A = Homa(£, £). Furthermore, E is indecomposable and projective over A and

ß = HomA(£, £).

Proof. Let M be a finitely generated projective A-module which is torsion-

free over R, e.g., Af=A. Then M is a direct sum of indecomposable A-

modules, each of which is again A-projective. Let £ be such a module, and

let ß = HomA(£, £). By Proposition 2.8, K®E is an indecomposable 2-

module, so that ß is an order in A.

If p is any prime ideal of R then E®R9 is a finitely generated projective

indecomposable A®i?(,-module and Q®R9 is its endomorphism ring. Since

A®R9 is a maximal order over R9 (corollary to Proposition 1.2), it follows by

Theorem 3.6 that £1®R9 is also a maximal order, and hence by the corollary

to Proposition 1.2, that ß is a maximal order over R.

Now %\(E) is a two-sided ideal in A. If Ïa(£) were a proper ideal, then
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it would be contained in a maximal two-sided ideal, and consequently, for

a suitable prime ideal p of R, we would have £a(£) ®Rnis a proper ideal in

A®R*. But Zi.(E)®Rt = XASlRn(E®R9), and we know that %A®Rt(E®R*)

=A®R». Thus, it follows that £a(£)=A and hence by A.2 also that

A = Homa(£, £) and that £ is a finitely generated projective ß-module.

Returning again to the local situation, we have as a final result on modules

over maximal orders, the following proposition.

Proposition 3.10. Let Abe a maximal order over a discrete rank one valua-

tion ring O and £i and E2 two indecomposable A-modules which are finitely

generated torsion-free over £). Then £i and E2 are A-isomorphic. Consequently,

the representation of A in the form Homa(£, £) with ß a maximal order in a

division algebra and E a free Q-module uniquely determines ß and E.

Proof. Set ß = HomA(£i, £i), so that ß is a maximal order in a division

algebra. Because £i is a finitely generated projective A-module, and Xk(Eí)

=A, it follows by Proposition A.4 of the appendix, that E2 = M®qEi, with

M a right ß-module. Since E2 is A-projective, we have, again by proposition

A.4, that M is ß-projective, so that by Proposition 3.7, M is ß-free. Since £2

is A-indecomposable, the rank of M over ß must be one, which shows that

£2 is A-isomorphic to £1. The second part of the statement of the proposition

follows immediately from the first part.

We conclude the discussion of valuation rings with the following.

Theorem 3.11. Let O be a discrete rank one valuation ring and A a maximal

order in a central simple algebra over the quotient field K of ¡0. Let 9Í be the

radical of A. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) A/91 is a division ring.

(b) All ideals in A are two-sided and are powers of 9c.

(c) K ®A is a division algebra and A is the only maximal order in K ®A.

Proof. (a)=>(b). Let x^O be in A. Consider the exact sequence 0—»21

—»A—¿Ax—»0 where f(y) = yx and 21 is the left annihilator of x. Since A is

maximal, every ideal is projective, so that the sequence splits and therefore

2l=Ae with e an idempotent different from 1. Because A/9c is a division alge-

bra, we must have e£9c, and because (191* = 0, we must have e = 0. Thus, A is

an integral domain. Now 9c is a principal left ideal 9c = Am as well as a prin-

cipal right ideal. Because A has no zero divisors, we have as a result that

9c = wA, and consequently also that 9c*=Am* = w*A.

Let I be a leftideal in A. If I (£91, we have, because A/9Î is a division alge-

bra, that I+91=A and therefore that I=A. Suppose now that IC9Î and that

l5¿0. Since D9c* = 0, there exists a smallest k = 2 such that I<£9c*. Now,

W-1/W=Auk-l/Auh^A/Au=A/% so that 9^-791* is a simple A-module.

Now, we have IC9Î*-1 and I(H9c* so that 9c*CI+9c*C9c*-1 while I+9c*^9c*.
It follows therefore that I+9c* = 9c*_1 and therefore I = 9c*_1.
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(b)=»(c). If p is the maximal ideal of £), then 90p so that 3lkD$k and

consequently K®A has no nontrivial left ideals. Thus K®A is a division

algebra. Let T-be any maximal order in K®A, and %= {x(EK®A\xY(ZA}

the conductor of Y with respect to A. Since both A and Y are maximal, we

have ¡0i(5) =A and Or(g) =r. But % is a left ideal in A and hence also a right

ideal in A. But this means that AC.Qr($), so that because of the maximality

of A we have A = Y.
(c)=>(a). Let I be a proper nonzero left ideal in A. Then Or(l) is contained

in some maximal order, and since A is the only maximal order, £>r(I) must be

contained in A. In other words, I is a two-sided ideal, so that ÍCZ31. It follows

that A/91 is a division ring.

Corollary. Let O be a complete discrete rank one valuation ring and A a

central division algebra over the quotient field K of £>. If A is a maximal order

in A, and 31 is the radical of A, then A/31 is a division algebra, and consequently

A is the only maximal order in A.

Proof. Because O is complete, every idempotent in A/31 can be lifted to

A. Since A/91 is simple, and A is a division algebra, this shows that A/9Í is a

division algebra. It follows then by Theorem 3.11 that A is the only maximal

order in A. (See [6, Theorem 12, p. 100].)
4. Maximal orders in a full matrix algebra. We begin this section with a

proposition which will be used several times in the rest of the paper.

Proposition 4.1. Let R be an integrally closed noetherian domain, and A

and B finitely generated R-modules with A torsion-free. Then the following iso-

morphisms hold:

Kom(A, B)** £Ë (B* ® A)* ̂  Kom(A, B**) Si Uom(B*, A*).

In particular, it follows that

Bom(A, A)** S Hom(A*, A*) ^ Hom(,4**, ,4**).

Proof. We define the map a: B*®A-+Hom(A, B)*hy <r(f®a)(g) =f(g(a)),
for / G B*, o£4 and g £ Horn (.4, B). The map <r has a transpose,

ff*: Hom(.i4, B)**—*(B*®A)*. Let p be a minimal prime ideal in R. From the

hypotheses on R, it follows that R9 is a discrete rank one valuation ring and

therefore that A ®R9 is a finitely generated free £rmodule. From the fact

that R9 is £-flat and the fact that ff is an isomorphism whenever A is £-free

(see [4, Chapter VI, Proposition 5.2]), it follows from Lemma 2.4 that

a®l: B*®A®R9-^Hom(A, B)*®R9 is an isomorphism. Therefore the map

ff*® 1: rlom(A,B)**®R9-^>(B*®A)*®R9 is also an isomorphism. Since both

Hom(.4, B)** and (B*®A)* are torsion-free i?-modules, we see that cr* is a

monomorphism and that X®Hom(^4, B)**^K®(B*®A)*, with K the quo-

tient field of R. Also Hom(^4, B)** is equal to its own second dual, so that we

may apply Proposition 1.4. Because cr* ® 1 : Hom(A, B) ** ® Rp-^(B * ® A) * ® R9
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is an isomorphism, it follows from Proposition 1.4 that a* is an isomorphism.

The rest of the isomorphisms are given by standard identities.

The fact that Hom(^4, A)**^Hom(A*, A*) follows from the first part

of the proposition by setting B=A. Now, Hom(.4, A)**=(Hom(A, A)**)**

^(Hom(4*, A*))**^Hom(A**, A**), which completes the proof.

The following proposition gives a description of the maximal orders in a

full matrix algebra.

Proposition 4.2. Let R be an integrally closed noetherian domain with quo-

tient field K. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over K and

2 = HomK( V, V). If A is an order over Rin~Z, then A is maximal if, and only if,

there is a finitely generated R-submodule E of V such that £ = £** and

A = Homie(£, £).

Proof. Suppose A = HomB(£, £) with £ = £**. Then by the previous

proposition, we have that A** = Hom(£**, £**) = Hom(£, £)=A. Also, if

p is a minimal prime ideal in R, then A®R9 = HornR^(E®Rf, E®Rf) with

E®R9 a finitely generated free £(-module. By Theorem 3.6 it follows that

A®Rf is a maximal order over Rv, and hence by Theorem 1.5, that A is a

maximal order.

Suppose now that A is a maximal order. Let v be a nonzero element of V,

and define the 2-epimorphism ^:2—*V by ^(cr) =cr(t/), for all cr£2. Then

£i=^(A) is a finitely generated .R-submodule of V, and Hom^, £i) is an

order in 2 which contains A. Using the usual identification of V with V**,

we have that £ = £** is contained in V, contains £i and is finitely generated

over R. Also, Hom(£, £) contains Hom(£i, £i). Since Hom(£, £) is an order

containing A, it coincides with A. At the same time, it is clear that £ = £**,

which completes the proof of the proposition.

It is a classical result that the maximal orders in a full matrix algebra

over the quotient field of a Dedekind ring are the endomorphism rings of

finitely generated projective modules over the Dedekind ring. The rest of

this paper is devoted to proving the following generalization of this classical

result.

Theorem 4.3. Let R be a regular domain(2), K its field of quotients, V a

finite dimensional vector space over K and 2 = HomK(F, V). Let A be an order

over R in 2 which is R-projective. Then A is maximal if, and only if,

A = Hom(£, £) with E a finitely generated projective R-submodule of V.

In view of Proposition 4.2, in order to prove Theorem 4.3 it suffices to

show that if a finitely generated module E over a regular domain R has the

properties that £ = £** and Hom(£, £) is .R-projective, then £ is i?-projéc-

rive. Consequently, by the usual localization procedure, proving the follow-

ing Theorem 4.4 will also prove Theorem 4.3.

(') See the introduction for the definition of regular domain.
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Theorem 4.4. If R is a regular local ring and E is a finitely generated R-

module such that Hom«(£, £) is an R-free module, then the following statements

are equivalent:

(a) £ is free.

(h) £ = £**.
(c)  ExtR(£, £) = 0.

Proof. It is clear that (a) implies (b) and (c). In order to show that (c)

implies (b), we need a lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let R be a noetherian ring and E a finitely generated nonzero

R-module. Then the prime ideals belonging to 0 in E are the same as the prime

ideals which belong to 0 in Hom(£, £). In particular, if R is a noetherian do-

main, then Hom(£, £) is torsion-free if, and only if, E is torsion-free.

Proof. Let 0—*H—>£—>£—»0 be exact with F a finitely generated free

£-module. Then 0—»Hom(£, £)—>Hom(£, £) is exact. Thus every prime

ideal belonging to 0 in Hom(£, £) belongs to 0 in Hom(£, £). Since

Hom(£, £) is a direct sum of copies of £, it follows that a prime ideal which

belongs to 0 in Hom(£, £) also belongs to 0 in £.

Suppose p belongs to 0 in £. Then there is an element e££ whose anni-

hilator is exactly p, so that e is not in the kernel of £—>E®R9, and therefore

£ ® R9 9* 0. Since HomÄ„(£ ® R9/pR9, R9/pR9) is a submodule of

HomR9(E®R9, R9/pR9), it follows that HomB)I(£<8>£,„ R9/pR9)^0 and there-

fore that HomB(£, £/p) 7*0. But the monomorphism £/p—»£ defined through

the map r—^re induces a monomorphism Hom(£, £/p)—»Hom(£, £). Thus p

belongs to 0 in Hom(£, £), since the annihilator of Hom(£, £/p) is exactly

p. The rest of the lemma follows trivially.

We return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. It is clear that the implication

(c)=»(b) is a special case of the following.

Proposition 4.6. Let R be an integrally closed local domain. If E is a

finitely generated R-module such that Hom(£, £) = Hom(£, £)** and

ExtB(£, £)=0, then £ = £**.

Proof. Since Hom(£, £) = Hom(£, £)**, it follows that Hom(£, £) is

torsion-free and therefore, by the previous lemma, that £ is torsion-free.

Thus we have an exact sequence 0—>£—>*£**—>£—>0, where \p: £—>£** is

given by ip(e)(g) = g(e) for e£.E and gE£*, and B=E**/E.

If dim £ = 0, then £ is a field and the proposition is trivial. Suppose the

proposition is true for all integrally closed local domains of dimension

<k (where k^l), and suppose dim R = k. Since the hypothesis is preserved

under localization with respect to any prime ideal in R, the induction hypoth-

esis shows that B ® R9 = 0 for every prime ideal p of R other than the maximal

ideal m of £. Therefore B is annihilated by some power of m, and conse-

quently B has finite length. Thus, in order to show that B is 0, it suffices
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to show that Hom(£, JB)=0. For, if 5^0 and has finite length, then

Hom(£/m£, B)?¿0 while at the same time Hom(£/m£, B) is contained in

Hom(£, B). We shall now show that Hom(£, B) = 0.

From the exact sequence 0—>£—>*£**—>.B—>0 we deduce the exact se-

quence

p*
0 -* Hom(£, E) -> Hom(£, £**) -» Hom(£, B) -> Ext1 (£, £).

Since Ext'(£. £)=0, it is sufficient to show that \[/* is an isomorphism, in

order to conclude that Hom(£, B) =0. But it is easy to verify that the map

\b* can be factored as follows:

o-*
0 -► Hom(£, £) -> Hom(£, £)** -> (£* ® £)* -> Hom(£, £**),

where Hom(£, £)->Hom(£, £)** is the usual imbedding of a torsion-free

module into its second dual, and a* is the map defined in Proposition 4.1.

Since by hypothesis Hom(£, £) = Hom(£, £)**, while the other maps are

isomorphisms by Proposition 4.1, it follows that \b* is an isomorphism. This

completes the proof of Proposition 4.6, as well as the proof of the implication

(c)=>(b) of Theorem 4.4.

We are now left with the implication (b)=>(a) of Theorem 4.4. Before

presenting the details of its proof, we first review some definitions and results

from the theory of local rings. For a fuller discussion, the reader is referred to

[2]. If R is a local ring and £ is a nonzero finitely generated £-module, then

the codimension of £ (denoted by codim £) is defined to be the length of the

longest sequence Xi, x2, ■ ■ • , x, of nonunits of R such that Xi is not a zero

divisor in E/(xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xi-i)E. Then, codim £ is at most equal to dim R and

is thus always finite. If R is a regular local ring, then the relation codim £

+hd £ = dim R always holds. Thus a module £ over a regular local ring R is

free if, and only if, codim £ = dim R.

Proposition 4.7. Let Rbea local ring, A and B finitely generated R-modules

suchthat HomL4, B) j^O. 7/codim B=i,fori= 1, 2, then codim Hom(^4, B) —i.

Proof. Suppose that the nonunit x is not a zero divisor in B. From the

exact sequence 0—>B^>xB—*B/xB-^>0 we deduce the exact sequence

0—»Horn(A, B)-+xHom(A, 5)—>Hom(;4, B/xB), which shows that x is not a

zero divisor in Hom(.4, B) and therefore that codim Hom(.4, B) = 1. If y is

not a zero divisor in B/xB, then y is not a zero divisor in Hom(,4, B/xB).

But Horn (A, B)/x Horn (.4, B) is a nonzero submodule of Horn (A, B/xB).

Thus, if codim B = 2, then also codim Horn (A, B) = 2, which proves the

proposition.

Corollary. If R is a regular local ring of dimension at most two, then
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Hom(£, R) is projective for every finitely generated R-module £(8). Thus, if

£ = £**, then E is projective.

Proof. Since codim£ = dim£ for a regular local ring R, the previous

proposition shows thatcodim Hom(£, R) =dim£if dim £^2 and Hom(£, £)

t^O. Thus Hom(£, £) is always projective.

In view of this corollary, we see that Theorem 4.4 has been established

for dim £^2.

Lemma 4.8. Let Rbe a regular local ring of dimension at least three and let B

be a finitely generated R-module of codimension at least two. If A is a finitely

generated R-module such that Hom(^4, B) is projective and Extx(.4, B)?*0,

then codim Ext1^, £)>0.

Proof. Let 0—>B-*xB-^>B/xB—>0 be exact with x a nonunit in £. Then we

have the exact sequence 0—>Hom(.4, B)—>xYlom(A, B)—>Hom(A, B/xB)

-►Ext1^, B)->*Extl(A, B). Suppose that codim Ext1^, £) = 0. Then

C—ker(Ext1(A, B)-^>xExtl(A, B)) is not zero and also has codimension zero.

Thus we have an exact sequence

0 -* Hom(A, J3)/*Hom(.4, B) -» Hom(^, B/xB) -* C -» 0.

Since hdB C = dim£^3, and hdB(Hom(.4, B)/xHom(A, £))^1, it follows

that hdBHom(^4, B/xB) =dim £. But this means that Hom(A, B/xB)^0

and has codimension 0. This is impossible, since codim £ ^ 2. (SeeProposi-

tion 4.7.)

As an immediate consequence of this lemma we have:

Proposition 4.9. // £ is a regular local ring, E a finitely generated R-

module such that £ = £** and Hom(£, £) is R-free, then ExtJ(£, £) =0.

Proof. If dim £^ 2, the proposition is trivially true since by the corollary

to Proposition 4.7, £ is projective. Suppose that dim R = k>3 and the

proposition is true for rings of dimension less than k. Let p be a prime ideal

of R other than the maximal ideal m. Then R9 is a regular local ring of

dimension less than k, while E®R9 is equal to its second dual (with respect

to R9) and HomBp(£®£|,, E®R9) =R9®HomB(E, E) is £|,-projective. Thus,

R^Ext^E, E) = ExtB9(E®R9, E®R9) is 0. Therefore m' Extx(£, £) = 0 for

some integer /, and consequently were Ext1^, £)^0, we would have

codim ExtJ(£, £) =0. In view of Lemma 4.8, we must have Ext1^, £) =0.

Proposition 4.10. Let Rbe a local ring, E a finitely generated R-module of

finite homological dimension ra. If A is any nonzero finitely generated R-module,

then ExtnR(E, A) 9*0.

(*) It can be shown that this property actually characterizes local rings which are resrular

and of dimension not greater than two.
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Proof. Let 0—*Xn—»X„_i—» • • ■ —>Xo—>£—»0 be a minimal resolution of £

in which each X,- is £-free and Im (X<+1—>X<) CntX",- for t = 0, 1, • ■ • , n — 1.

Then we have the exact sequence

Hom(I„_i, A) -> Hom(Xn, A) -» Ext" (£, A) -» 0.

If Extn(£, .4) =0, then every/in Hom(X„, A) is the restriction to Xn of some

gGHom^n-i, .4). Since Xn is contained in mX,_i, this would mean that

f(Xn) QmA for every/ in Hom(X„, .4). Since X„ is a nonzero free i?-module,

we find that A = rru4. This is impossible for a nonzero finitely generated R-

module. Thus Ext-(£, A)^0.

Suppose now that J? is a regular local ring of dimension three. If £ = £**

and Homfi(£, £) is £-free, we have several facts. Because codim R = 3, it

follows from Proposition 4.7 that codim £^2, or that hd £*S1. At the same

time, because of Proposition 4.9 we know that Ext*(£, £)=0. Therefore,

because of Proposition 4.10 we cannot have hd £ = 1, so that hd £ must be 0,

and hence £ is free. This shows that the implication (b)=>(a) of Theorem 4.4

is proved in case dim R^3.

We now complete the proof of the implication (b)=>(a) of Theorem 4.4

by induction on dim R. We suppose that dim R = k'=4, and that the result

is valid for rings of dimension less than k. Assuming that £ = £** and that

Homs(£, £) is i?-free, we shall prove that £ is i?-free.

Let x be in m, not in m2. Then x is not a zero divisor in £ = £**. From the

exact sequence 0—►£—»*£—*£/x£—>0, we deduce the exact sequence

0-*Hom(£, E)-**Hom(E, £)->Hom(£, E/xE)->Extl(E, £). By Proposition

4.9, ExtKE, £) = 0, so that HomB(£, £/*£)^Hom(£, E)/x HomÇE, £). If
we put R = R/xR, we have therefore that HomB(£, E/xE) is a free R-module.

It is easily seen that Homs(£, E/xE) = Homg(£, £), with E = E/xE. Hence,

by Lemma 4.5 we know that £ is a torsion-free R-module because Homg(E, £)

is a torsion-free .R-module being R-free. Denoting Homj(£, R) by £*, we

know by Proposition 4.1 that Homs(£, £)**^Homj(l*: £*) since R is

regular and therefore integrally closed. Thus Homj(£*, £*) is R-free and

E* = (E*)**. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we have £* is R-free.

By a standard change of rings argument, we have Extä(£, R)=Extj¡(£, R)

for i — 0. Since dim R ^ 4, we have dim R ^ 3, so that by Lemma 4.8,

codim Exts(l, R)>0 if EJrt&E, R)^0. Thus, if Ext¿(£, R)^0, then
codim Exti(£, R)>0.

From the exact sequence 0—>£—**R—»R—»0 we deduce the exact sequence

0 -> £* -^ £* -> Horn* (£, R) -> Ext1 (£, R)

Í^Ext1 (E,R)-* Ext1 (E,R).

Applying the induction hypothesis, if p is any prime ideal in R other than m,

then R^Ext^E, R) = ExtRv(E®R*, Rp) = 0. Therefore ExtK£, R) has finite
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length. Assume for the moment that Ext'(£, £)^0. Then,

Ext1 (£, Rj/xExt1 (£, R)

has finite nonzero length and is contained in Extx(£, R), so that

codim Ext1^, £)=0. This contradicts the conclusion arrived at above, so

that we must have Extx(£, £)=0. Consequently, the sequence 0—>£*—>*£*

—>HomB(£, £)—»0 is exact. Since HomB(£, R)=E*/xE* is £-free, we con-

clude that £* is£-free. Since £ = £**, we find that£ is£-free and the proof

of Theorem 4.4 is complete.

It should be observed that Theorem 4.4 gives another proof that a regular

local ring is a unique factorization domain. For, if p is a minimal prime ideal

in £, then Hom(p, p)=£ since £ is integrally closed, while p**= (p_1)-1 = p

because p is minimal. Hence by Theorem 4.4 p is a free £-module and is

therefore principal, which means that £ is a unique factorization domain.

It should also be observed that Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 show that if £ is a

regular domain of Krull dimension at most two, then every maximal order

in a full matrix algebra is a projective £-module. However, this statement

is not true in higher dimension. For, suppose that £ has dimension greater

than two; then there is a nonprojective finitely generated £-module £ such

that £ = £**. Then A = HomB(£, £) is a maximal order in a full matrix alge-

bra, and is not projective because of Theorem 4.4. It is an open question

whether every central simple algebra over K, the quotient field of a regular

local ring of dimension at least three, contains a maximal order which is a

projective £-module.

Appendix. For the convenience of the reader, we present in this appendix

some facts about projective modules and their endomorphism rings which are

used in the body of the paper. Since a number of these results have already

appeared in the literature (see for example Morita [7] and Curtis [5]) we

shall omit the details of some of the proofs.

If T is a ring and £ is a left r-module, there are a number of additional

rings and modules associated with this pair. For example, Homr(£, £) is the

endomorphism ring of £. Denoting Homp(£, £) by ß, we will consider £ a

left ß-module through the operation cox=w(x), where w£ß, *££. The group

Homr(£, T) is both a right Y and right ß-module by means of the following

operations. If /£Homr(£, Y), yÇzY, x££, then we define \fy} (x) =f(x)y;

and for w£ß, {fco} (x) =f(ux). The operations of Y and ß commute on

Homr(£, T).

We define the mapp: Homr(£, r)<g)r£—>ßas follows: p(f®x)(y) =f(y)x.

Because the operations of ß and F commute both on £ and on Homr(£, Y),

the tensor product Homr(£, r)®r£ is a two-sided ß-module. It is clear

that p is a two-sided ß-mapping.

Proposition A.l. A necessary and sufficient condition that E be a finitely
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generated projective Y-module is that the map p: Homr(£, r)®r£—->ß be an

epimorphism. If p is an epimorphism, then p is an isomorphism.

Proof. The proposition is a reformulation of the statement that £ is a

finitely generated projective r-module, if and only if, there are elements

Xi, • • • , xnÇzE and /i, • • • , /„GHomr(£, Y) such that 22fi(y)xi = y, all
yG£. (See [4, p. 132].)

The pairing of Homr(£, Y) with £ to Y defines a map t: Homr(£, Y)®aE

—»r by r(f®x) =f(x), which is easily seen to be a two-sided T-map. The image

of t is thus a two-sided ideal in Y which will be called the trace ideal of £ in

T and will be denoted by £r(£). It will shortly be shown that £r(£) is con-

nected with the properties of £ as an ß-module.

The fact that Y and ß commute on £ gives rise to a ring homomorphism

i:Y—*HomQ(£, £), whose kernel a(E) is the annihilator of £ in Y. Finally

we have a map \p: Homr(£, T)—>Homo(£, ß) as follows: ^(f)(x) =p(f®x).

After these preparatory remarks, we have:

Theorem A.2.

(a)  The diagram:

é ® 1
Homr (£, T) ®aE-» Homa (£, Ü) ®aE

ri                  . Im'
i

T -►     Horn« (£, £)

is commutative.

(h) a(£)£r(£)=0.

If a(E)+ZT(E)=Y, then:
(c) p' is an epimorphism, so that E is a finitely generated projective ß-

module.

(d) i is an epimorphism and splits as a left Y-map so that a(E) is a left

direct summand of Y.

IfXr(E)=Y, then:
(e) a(£)=0.

(f) ■p is a monomorphism.

(g) All the maps in the diagram are isomorphisms.

(h) Homr(£, T) is a finitely generated projective ^.-module.

Proof, (a) and (b). The statements follow directly from the definitions of

the various objects.

(c) and (d). Since £ is a left HomQ(£, £)-module with operations of

Homa(£, £) and ß commuting on £, it follows that Homr(£, Y)®aE is

also a left HomQ(£, £)-module. The operations of Y on Homr(£, Y)®aE

given by the mapping i is the same as that given by Y on £. The hypothesis

a(E)+Xr(E)=Y implies that there is an element z£Homr(£, Y)®aE with
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ir(z) = 1. Define a: HomQ(£, £)—>Homr(£, Y)®aE by a(x) =xz. It is easily

checked that a is a left T-map. Since ira = identity, we have that i is an

epimorphism and splits as a left T-map. We also have that p'(\[/®l)a = iden-

tity, so that p' is an epimorphism and consequently £ is a finitely generated

projective ß-module.

(e) and (f). If £r(£)=T, then (b) shows that o(£)=0. From this it fol-

lows readily that yp is a monomorphism.

(g). Because £ is a projective ß-module, the fact that \p is a monomor-

phism assures that \¡/®í is also a monomorphism. Combining this with the

fact that i and p' are isomorphisms and that t is an epimorphism, it follows

that the maps i, r, p' ,yp®l are isomorphisms.

(h) We shall apply Proposition A.l to Homr(£, Y) as a (right) ß-module.

To do so, we first define a map ß: E—>HomQ(Homr(£, Y), ß) by means of:

ß(x)(f)=p(f®x). This leads to the diagram:

1 ® ß
Homr (£, T) ®a E ——-* Homr (£, T) ®a Homa (Homr (£, T), Ü)

rl , iß"

T      —%—+      HomB (Homr (£, T), Homr (£, T))

in which the map i' is defined analogously to i. One checks readily that the

diagram commutes. Since t is an epimorphism, the image of i'r contains 1,

so that 1 is in the image of p". It follows by Proposition A.l that Homr(£,r)

is a finitely generated projective ß-module.

Proposition A.3. If E is a finitely generated projective Y-module and

ß = Homr(£, £), then %T(E)E = E and %a(E)=Q,. If in addition Y is com-

mutative, then a(E)+%T(E) =Y, and consequently, E is a finitely generated

projective Q-module.

Proof. The statements follow from the definition of the trace ideal com-

bined with the remark immediately following the statement of Proposition

A.l.
Remark. The part of Proposition A.3 concerned with the case in which

T is commutative is not in general true without that assumption. That is,

there exist finitely generated faithful projective T-modules £ with Xr(E)9éY

and £ not ß-projective.

If £ is a left T-module and fi = Homr(£, £), we denote by M(Y) the

category of right T-modules and by 9H(ß) the category of left ß-modules. If

MG2iïl(fi) define î(M) = Homr(£, Y)®QM. Then, $(M) is a right T-module

because Homr(£, Y) is a right T-module and the operations of T and ß

commute on Homr(£, T). Thus, 5(10 £911(1/). If M, Af'£9Tl(ß) and

<p: M-+M' is an ß-mapping, we define SF(0): 5(M)—>5(M') by SF(<¡6) = 1 ®<j>.

These definitions serve to show that 5 is a covariant additive functor from

3TC(ß) to 3TC(T). Similarly, if iV£9Tt(T), we set ç(N) = N®rE. Here g(iV) is a
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left ß-module because £ is a left ß-module, and the operations of ß and Y

commute on £. If <f>: N-+N' is a T-map, then g(0) : 9(iV)—>9(A/') is defined to

be <t>®l. With these definitions, 9 is a covariant additive functor from 3T£(r)

to 31i(ß).

Proposition A.4. iF and 9 are covariant additive functors; for Jkf£9Tl(ß),

we have that <35(M) = (Homr(£, r)®r£)®aAf, while for 7VE9Tl(r), we have

$<j(N)=N®r(rlomr(E, Y)®aE). If E is a finitely generated projective Y-

module, then 9 is exact and 9$ is the identity. If Xr(E) =Y, then í is exact and

Ï9 is the identity.

Proof. The statements result from combining Proposition A.l and Theo-

rem A. 2 with the definitions of í and 9-

There are several special cases of Proposition A.4 of sufficient importance

to be stated separately:

Theorem A.5. If £r(£) = r then N®rE = 0for a right Y-module N implies
N=0. If Eis a finitely generated projective Y-module and %v(E) =Y then ï and

9 establish a one-to-one correspondence between the two-sided ideals in ß and

the two-sided ideals in Y which preserves inclusion and preserves projectivity

(left ß and right Y).

Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition A.4. It might be of

interest to have an explicit description of the correspondence between the

ideals of ß and of Y. If I is a two-sided ideal of ß, we form J(I®q£)

= Homr(£, T) ® ni(g> fl£. The monomorphism 0—>l—>ß induces a mono-

morphism Homr(£, r)®öI®ü£—>Homr(£, r)<g>Q£ = r, so that Homr(£,

r)®öI®Q£ is naturally isomorphic to a two-sided ideal of Y.

Suppose now that £ is a finitely generated projective r-module and

Xr(E)=Y. If ß = Homr(£, £), then we know by Theorem A.2 and Proposi-

tion A.3 that £ is symmetric in relation to Y and ß, that is, Y = Hom8(£, £),

and £ is a finitely generated projective ß-module with Xa(E) = ß. Also,

Theorem A.2 shows that the map \p: Homr(£, T)—>Hom¡)(£, ß) is a mono-

morphism. Using the symmetry, we have also a map \f/': Homa(£, ß)

—>Homr(£, T) and there is no difficulty in verifying that \p and yp' are inverses

of each other.

Proposition A.6. If E is a finitely generated projective Y-module with

%t(E)=Y then \p: Homr(£, T)—»Homn(£, ß) is an isomorphism. If M is a

left Sl-module, then the mapping p: Homa(£, M)®rE—>M defined by p(f)(x)

=f(x) is an isomorphism.

Proof. The first part of the statement follows from the remarks immedi-

ately above. For the mapping p we have the following situation. By Proposi-

tion A.4, we have M=Çf5(M)='5(M)®TE and SF(M) = Homr(£, Y)®aM
=Hom0(£, ß) ® üM. The latter isomorphism is ip ® 1. Now it is easily checked
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that Homu(£, Çl)®aM=M when £ is a finitely generated projective ß-

module. Composing these various isomorphisms shows that p is also an iso-

morphism.
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